The UO Fine Arts Society is seeking submissions of student-made short films and artworks which respond to the following theme for the Second Annual Lawrence Hall Film Festival, coming week 7 of winter term!

**Life in Technicolor**

OFAS is seeking short films (1-6 mins) and artwork which incorporate elements of color, experimentation, and narrative. These works may engage the senses, include nods to the past or to the evolution of film, or celebrate the effects of color in life and art. We are open to any and all interpretation of the phrase, "life in technicolor"

To submit your work, email your short film or high quality photo of artwork to uofineartssociety@gmail.com. Please include your full name, major, title of work, and description of piece entailing its relation to the given theme. Submissions due February 17th, 2020. For more info email us or follow @uofineartssociety on Instagram.